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1 The Economy in the Late 1920sThe Economy in the Late 1920s
TEKSTEKS

13(A), 13(B), 25(C), 25(D)13(A), 13(B), 25(C), 25(D)

2 ListenListen
�� Entering the late 1920s, the American economy appeared to be in Entering the late 1920s, the American economy appeared to be in good shape, good shape, 

and people were optimistic about the future. When Herbert Hooverand people were optimistic about the future. When Herbert Hoover became became 

President in 1928, he sought to keep government out of business President in 1928, he sought to keep government out of business and and 

promoted what he called “rugged individualism.” People were encopromoted what he called “rugged individualism.” People were encouraged to uraged to 

make investments in businesses.make investments in businesses.

3

4 ListenListen
�� As the economy stabilized, companies tried to meet labor’s demanAs the economy stabilized, companies tried to meet labor’s demands through ds through 

welfare capitalismwelfare capitalism. Employers began to pay better wages and provide . Employers began to pay better wages and provide 

benefits such as paid vacations and health plans. Welfare capitabenefits such as paid vacations and health plans. Welfare capitalism caused a lism caused a 

decline in organized labor membership.decline in organized labor membership.

5 ListenListen
�� However, the economy was not as stable as it seemed. There were However, the economy was not as stable as it seemed. There were warning signs that serious problems warning signs that serious problems 

existed. There was an uneven distribution of wealth, and large cexisted. There was an uneven distribution of wealth, and large companies dominated the economy. A ompanies dominated the economy. A 

small number of families held the bulk of the nation’s wealth, asmall number of families held the bulk of the nation’s wealth, and tax policies benefited the wealthy. nd tax policies benefited the wealthy. 

Many Americans bought on credit, increasing their personal debt.Many Americans bought on credit, increasing their personal debt. Others played the stock market, Others played the stock market, 

indulging in indulging in speculationspeculation, , the practice of making highthe practice of making high--risk investments in the hopes of getting a huge risk investments in the hopes of getting a huge 

return. Some people invested by return. Some people invested by buying on marginbuying on margin, , in which investors bought a stock for a fraction of its in which investors bought a stock for a fraction of its 

price and borrowed the rest.price and borrowed the rest.

6 ListenListen
�� Overproduction caused problems, too. There were too many goods, Overproduction caused problems, too. There were too many goods, more than more than 

consumers could buy. Industry began to stagnate and decline. Farconsumers could buy. Industry began to stagnate and decline. Farmers, mers, 

factory workers, and coal miners were facing poverty and starvatfactory workers, and coal miners were facing poverty and starvation. Clearly, ion. Clearly, 

the economy was in trouble.the economy was in trouble.

7 The Economy in the Late 1920sThe Economy in the Late 1920s

Begin Taking NotesBegin Taking Notes

1.1.Why did the economy of the late 1920s appear healthy to most AmeWhy did the economy of the late 1920s appear healthy to most Americans?ricans?

2.2.What danger signs were present in the economy of the late 1920s?What danger signs were present in the economy of the late 1920s?

8 Economy Appears HealthyEconomy Appears Healthy
�� Herbert Hoover won the 1928 election, benefiting from the years Herbert Hoover won the 1928 election, benefiting from the years of of 

prosperity under previous Republican presidents.prosperity under previous Republican presidents.

�� Americans had unusually high confidence in the economy in the 19Americans had unusually high confidence in the economy in the 1920s.  20s.  

People made risky investments based on the popular notion that ePeople made risky investments based on the popular notion that everyone veryone 

ought to be rich.ought to be rich.
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9 Economy Appears HealthyEconomy Appears Healthy
�� Many employers believed that they could prevent strikes and keepMany employers believed that they could prevent strikes and keep their productivity high with their productivity high with 

benefits that would meet and exceed the demands of workers.  Thibenefits that would meet and exceed the demands of workers.  This approach to labor relations is s approach to labor relations is 

called called welfare capitalismwelfare capitalism..

�� Under welfare capitalism employers raised wages, provided paid vUnder welfare capitalism employers raised wages, provided paid vacations, health plans, recreation acations, health plans, recreation 

programs, and English classes for recent immigrants.  They even programs, and English classes for recent immigrants.  They even set up “company unions” to hear set up “company unions” to hear 

the concerns of their workers.the concerns of their workers.

�� As a result of welfare capitalism, organized labor lost members As a result of welfare capitalism, organized labor lost members during the 1920s.during the 1920s.

10 Economic Danger SignsEconomic Danger Signs
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13 The Economy in the Late 1920sThe Economy in the Late 1920s——AssessmentAssessment
Why did employers practice welfare capitalism?Why did employers practice welfare capitalism?

(A)(A) To create false demand for goodsTo create false demand for goods

(B)(B) To prevent strikes and keep productivity highTo prevent strikes and keep productivity high

(C)(C) To encourage stock market investmentTo encourage stock market investment

(D)(D) To raise tariffsTo raise tariffs

What is buying on margin? What is buying on margin? 

(A)(A) Making high risk investments in hopes of getting a huge returnMaking high risk investments in hopes of getting a huge return

(B)(B) Causing a decrease in the price of a stock by spreading rumors aCausing a decrease in the price of a stock by spreading rumors about a companybout a company

(C)(C) Allowing certain investors to buy stock at a lower priceAllowing certain investors to buy stock at a lower price

(D)(D) Allowing investors to purchase a stock for a fraction of its priAllowing investors to purchase a stock for a fraction of its price and borrow the restce and borrow the rest

14 The Economy in the Late 1920sThe Economy in the Late 1920s——AssessmentAssessment
Why did employers practice welfare capitalism?Why did employers practice welfare capitalism?

(A)(A) To create false demand for goodsTo create false demand for goods

(B)(B) To prevent strikes and keep productivity highTo prevent strikes and keep productivity high

(C)(C) To encourage stock market investmentTo encourage stock market investment

(D)(D) To raise tariffsTo raise tariffs

What is buying on margin? What is buying on margin? 

(A)(A) Making high risk investments in hopes of getting a huge returnMaking high risk investments in hopes of getting a huge return

(B)(B) Causing a decrease in the price of a stock by spreading rumors aCausing a decrease in the price of a stock by spreading rumors about a companybout a company

(C)(C) Allowing certain investors to buy stock at a lower priceAllowing certain investors to buy stock at a lower price

(D)(D) Allowing investors to purchase a stock for a fraction of its priAllowing investors to purchase a stock for a fraction of its price and borrow the restce and borrow the rest

15 WorkWork
Look over your notes from today.Look over your notes from today.

1.1.Answer the 2 questions from today’s lecture.Answer the 2 questions from today’s lecture.

2.2.In five sentences, write a brief summary of what we went over inIn five sentences, write a brief summary of what we went over in class today.  Use the class today.  Use the highlighted key highlighted key 

termsterms in your summary!in your summary!

�� Title the paper the same as the Lecture Notes.Title the paper the same as the Lecture Notes.

�� Make sure to put your Make sure to put your NameName, , DateDate, and , and PeriodPeriod in the upper right hand corner of your page.in the upper right hand corner of your page.

�� Turn this in at the Turn this in at the beginning of class tomorrowbeginning of class tomorrow –– put it in the handput it in the hand--in/collection basket.in/collection basket.

�� Worth 25 out of 100 points for this week’s Daily grade.Worth 25 out of 100 points for this week’s Daily grade.
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